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Tectonics
Using Geologic Principles and Data to Create a Symphony for Wind Ensemble
Thomas Davis, Advisor: Dr. Lindsay MacKenzie

Abstract
Geology and geologic processes have featured in many pieces of classical music such as Alan Hovhaness’ symphonic works after Mt. St. Helens and Glacier Peak but
these pieces are impressionistic and only take general inspiration from the geology of their subjects. This paper describes the creation of Tectonics (2021) a piece which
incorporates and describes many geologic principles and processes, such as mantle convection, through the musical form of cannon, the formation of fold and thrust
belts whose cross sections are directly visually recreated in the score, and the physical dynamics of earthquake waves demonstrated through variations of pitch and
volume through time. The symphony also incorporates sonified data from actual earthquakes into its structure. This piece is an attempt to use music to communicate
science to the public, a field which is only recently seeing developments and has few voices communicating on earth sciences topics which this piece.

Movement 1: Folding and Deformation
The symphony is based on the formation of the Sun River Canyon in Western Montana an
area of thrust faulting caused by crustal shortening during the formation of the Rocky
Mountains. The first movement describes the plastic deformation of the rocks at the base
of the thrust belt.
The deformation of rocks at the large scale is accomplished by the deformation of crystals
in mineral grains at the small scale. Nabarro—Herring creep is a style of crystal deformation
where single atom deformations and voids in a crystals structure migrate through a crystal
as compressive stress forces atoms next to these voids to jump and fill the voids, effectively
migrating the void and pulling the rest of the crystal behind it. The planes of vacancies
migrate from planes of low stress into parallel with planes of high stretch which allow solid
rocks to flow and change shape. This method’s efficiency decreases with increasing grain
size. The observed yield stress of rocks is 10 times smaller than is predicted for perfect
crystals with no dislocations which indicated how prevalent these are in rocks. This
describes the initial period of folding associated with the sun river canyon thrust belt.

Background
Sonification is the transformation of data relations into an acoustic signal. It is particularly useful for events spaced in time examples of which include the Geiger counter,
heart monitors, and sonar. Sonified data offers improved ability to recognize patterns through time compared to visual methods due to sound’s relation to meter and pitch.
Sonification is also effective at communicating data and scientific concepts to people with visual impairments (Merced). Geology is a science which has not seen the same
interest in sonification as other fields such as astronomy mathematics, or biology (Sawe) as pieces which reference geologic processes are impressionistic in nature, writing
of his mysterious mountain symphony, composer Alan Hovhaness said his “purpose is to create music [. . .] for all people, music which is beautiful and healing. To attempt
what old Chinese painters called ‘spirit resonance’” (Alan Hovhanness in Weltzien) in melody and sound and do not attempt to relate geologic phenomenon through either
time or space.

Movement 2: Thrust Faulting and Mountain Building
During the formation of the Rocky Mountains folding was followed by thrusting. Thrust faulting is a method of crustal shortening seen in compressive tectonic environments.
In thin skinned thrusting which is what is inferred to have occurred at the Sun River Canyon, originally horizontal sedimentary strata detach at a low friction base or
decollement interpreted here to be at the interface between Cambrian shales and Mississippian carbonates. These upthrusted hanging walls then begin to override their
footwalls, continuing to fold where the hanging wall overrides and drags against the footwall. This structure then serves as a ramp over which faults the strata behind the
structure.
The sun river canyon is composed of 20 imbricate thrusts so to represent this in the music 20 block harmonized statements of the theme are used. The block harmony is a
type of parallel motion that represents the originally parallel strata of the paleo and Mesozoic, by use of canon these blocks ramp and override each other as they each reach
the high point of their shape at cascading points. They detach from an ostinato in the clarinets and pitched percussion whose pointillistic nature reflects the randomly
interlocking grains of the basement granite.

This is represented with the musical form of a cannon. A cannon is an imitative form where
a subject is stated by one voice and followed by successive statements whose start point is
offset from the first statement. The canon employed is a canon of the unison and of the
octave meaning all voices have the same pitches but the subject is played at 7 different
rates of speed across 36 voices whereas canons of the baroque period where this form was
most common rarely exceeded 6 voices. The decreasing efficiency of the deformation
process with grain size is represented by allowing the slowest speed voices of the canon to
continue the longest.

Movement 3: Earthquake and Tsunami
Earthquakes are composed of a composite of waves that release energy in different ways.
First after slip occurs a pressure wave (p-wave) which compresses and rarifies rocks along
its path of travel. These waves travel the fastest and are only detectable to seismograms.
They are followed by shearing waves (s-waves) which shear the rocks and surface waves
which shake the ground and cause most of the damage.

Movement 2 simplification showing the entrances of the thrust blocks

Cross Section of the Sun River Canyon showing the detachment of thrusts and folding

In tectonics the p-waves are represented by oscillations in volume and are followed after a
delay by oscillations in pitch. The surface waves are represented by sonified earthquake
data. This was produced from a list of moment magnitudes of earthquakes which occurred
on February 21st 2021 by passing a CSV of the data through musicalgorithms.org produced
by EWU professor of composition and chair of the Music Department Dr. Jonathan
Middleton which according to limits set by the composer fits floating point data into
musical notation. As a tsunami overtops the land represented by a wash of percussion
sounds a few aftershocks shake the continent as the waves reach far into land.
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Clockwise from top left: a seismogram showing the different types of waves recorded at a seismometer close to the epicenter of an earthquake, an interpretation of a
seismogram into musical notation, the major thrust faults in the Sun River Canyon, a section of tectonics composed solely of sonified earthquake data.

